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Date & Venue : Nov 5 -  TRC Villanur, Nov 19 - TRC 
Lawspet

The session started with discussion on 'where the 
concept of subtraction is used in our day to day 
life'. Teachers started to share their experiences. 

Real life subtraction

Some instances teachers shared about subtrac- 
tion in real life.

• When a period is over they look at the clock and 
 count from that to the next period

• Kilometer in vehicle – Difference between 
 initial and final reading.

• Work out - how long and how much.

We had a discussion on whether what we 
discuss or teach about the subtraction in 
classroom concept is helpful to children  “We 
teach subtraction as a concept which helps in 
calculation but not connected to real life”.

What we teach in the classroom and how we 
teach.

• Using  sweet, asking if you eat a few how 
 many will be remaining

• If there are three flowers and we take one 
 or two, how many will be remaining?

These example situations where most deal with 
remaining or partitioning and connect inverse of 
addition methods; comparison methods also to 
be included. [Even if we do not think that all four 
methods were discussed in the classroom.]

Discussion Points

Meaning of subtraction, what prior knowledge is 
there to help understand and develop the skill of 
subtraction? 

1. Partitioning: ‘The taking away’ situations 
 are referred to as partitioning.

2. Comparison: refers to those situations where 
 two quantities are compared.

3. Reduction: refers to the reverse of the 
 augmentation in addition.

4. Inverse of addition: refers to situations where 
 we need to determine what must be added to 
 a given quantity to reach a certain amount. - see 
 subtraction through addition

These are  the meanings that were dealt in 
the discussion with examples; it is addition in 
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particular which is important in understanding 
subtraction. The number sense, which is a pre-
numerical concept and is also very important in 
understanding this concept.

In this workshop teacher were asked to categorize 
their examples

Teachers engaged with the concept of subtraction; 

they felt that to understand different strategies 
and real situations and to conceptualize them 
mathematically, we should talk about the 
different ways we understand subtraction in real 
life. They spoke of the way we teach subtraction 
in classrooms with real number and place value 
without giving students a space to connect this 
to real life. 

To know more about upcoming events, you can login to facebook id : https://www.facebook.com/groups/Thisaimaani/ or join 

the Teachers of Puducherry whatsapp group – sms  to 89 40 40 04 48


